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Abstract - One of the most popular and effective ways of predicting server log error is log analytics. Almost every
Organization (small, big) have multiple systems and infrastructure running whole day, to effectively keep their business
running and it is important for the organizations to know if their infrastructure is performing to its maximum potential.
Typically, server logs are a very common data source in enterprises and often contain a gold mine of actionable insights and
information. Log data is generated from various sources in an enterprise, such as the web, client and compute servers,
applications, user-generated content, flat files, etc. These involve analyzing system and application logs and maybe even apply
predictive analytics on log data. The amount of log data engendered depends on the type of organizational infrastructure and
applications running on it. Powered by big data, better and distributed computing, big data processing and open-source
analytics frameworks like Spark, we can perform scalable log analytics on potentially millions and billions of log messages
daily Spark allows you to dump and store your logs in files on disk cheaply, while still providing rich APIs to perform data
analysis at scale.
1. INTRODUCTION
The proposed system comprises of log analytics for predicting errors in the log data of the server. While there are a lot
excellent open-source frameworks and tools out there for log analytics including elastic search, the system is proposed to
showcase how Spark can be leveraged for analysing logs at scale. Apache Spark is an intense and best open-source
framework for performing wrangling, analysing and modelling on structured and unstructured data. Spark allows us to
store logs in files on disk cheaply, while still providing rich APIs to perform data analysis at scale.
For analysing, two datasets are taken which contain two months’ worth of all HTTP requests to the NASA Kennedy Space
Center WWW server in Florida. Data wrangling, Data parsing and extraction with regular expression are carried out as the
process of analysing the log data. Firstly, the NASA log data set is loaded and viewed. This allows one to see the schema of
the log data which actually looks like text data and this data gets inspected. Spark Data Frames are used to convert a data
frame into an RDD. Data wrangling is used to clean and parse our log dataset to really extract structured attributes with
meaningful information from each log message. Data parsing is done to parse our semi-structured log data into individual
columns. Some special functions are used to perform the parsing. These functions match a column with a regular expression
of one or more groups and allow one to extract the matched groups. For each field, one wants to extract a regular expression
is used.
1.2 Related work
The existing system uses two approaches for log clustering. The supervised learning method requires users first to
manually label a set of log categories and use classifiers such as Naive Bayes to perform text categorization. The log
analytics is done with the help of elastic search. The other approach uses unsupervised learning for clustering, such as
hierarchical partitioning process proposed in, and multi-pass data summarization method. Once the structure of the cluster
is obtained from the logs, string matching is done to extract the common patterns from multiple logs within the cluster.
1.3 Work flow
The design flow of the project commences with the collection and compilation of datasets from two types of machinery,
say, a normal and an abnormal machine. The datasets are verified for its noisy data and missing values. The datasets are
then pre-processed. Classification of vibrations has been made when it has to be verified for noisy data and noncontinuous human made vibration. The datasets are analysed corresponding to the threshold values. The regression
technique has been carried out on multiple attributes of the dataset. The prediction of health status of a machine has been
made.
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Fig 1 Flow Diagram of server log prediction.
2. COLLECTION OF DATA SET
Server log data set is a common data, coming from many sources such as the web, client and compute servers, applications,
user-generated content, flat files. They can be used for monitoring servers, improving business and much more. The amount
of log data is usually massive, depending on the type of the organizational infrastructure and the applications running on it.

Fig 2 Server log sample Dataset
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3. DATA WRANGLING
Data wrangling is the process of cleaning, structuring and making raw data into the desired format for better decision
making in less time. This involves transforming and mapping data from one "raw" data form into another form with the
intent of making data more appropriate and valuable for a variety of purposes such as analytics.
Data parsing is the process of breaking the data blocks into smaller chunks by following a set of rules so that it can be more
easily interpreted and managed. Here, the unstructured log data is parsed into individual columns by using built-in regexp
extract() function. This function matches a column with a regular expression with one or more groups and allows us to
extract one of the matched groups. By using this regexp extract() function, the hostnames, timestamps, HTTP request
methods, HTTP response content size, URI’s and protocols are extracted. The extracted expressions are put up together to
build data frame with all the log attributes neatly extracted in their separate columns.

FIG 3.1 Extracting host names

FIG 3.2 Extracting timestamps

FIG 3.3 Extracting http request method, URI’s and protocol

FIG 3.4 Extracting status code
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FIG 3.5 Extracting http response content size

4. ANALYSIS OF DATA
Now the data frame that contains the parsed and cleaned log file is analysed. The total number of times each status code
has arrived, number of unique daily host, average number of daily requests per host, number of 404 response codes are
analysed and determined.

FIG 4.1 HTTP Status Code Analysis

FIG 4.2 Average Number of Daily Requests per Host
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FIG 4.3 Counting 404 Response Codes

FIG 4.4 List of 404 Response Code Hosts

5. VISUALISATION OF ANALYSED DATA
Data visualization refers to a technique that is used to communicate data or inform by encoding it as visual objects in
form of graphics. It is easy to predict when the analyzed data is in any visual format.

FIG 5.1 HTTP status code occurrences
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Several status codes are almost not visible due to the huge skew in the data. So log transform is done to improve the
visibility.

FIG 5.2 HTTP status code occurrences-log transformed

FIG 5.3 Average daily requests per host
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FIG 5.4 Unique hosts per day

FIG 5.5.1 Total 404 error per hour

FIG 5.5.2 Total 404 error per hour
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6. CONCLUSION
It is common perception today that log files, and in particular error logs, are a fruitful source of information both for
analysis after failure and for proactive fault handling which frequently builds on the anticipation of upcoming failures.
However, in order to get the machine, access the information contained in logs, the data should be put into shape and
valuable pieces of information must to be picked from the vast amount of data. The information obtained from the
proposed technique show how many log errors has occurred, number of unique hosts, average number of unique host and
more. This information can be used for improving business, customer intelligence and much more. The major challenge is
that the logging process itself requires additional management. Controlling the verbose of logging is necessary, especially
when potential adversarial behavior, to manage the overhead and facilitate the analysis process. The logging mechanism
must not be a network to propagate malicious activity.
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